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Data Warehouse
The term "Data Warehouse" was first coined by Bill Inmon in 1990. According to
Inmon, a data warehouse is a subject oriented, integrated, time-variant, and nonvolatile collection of data in support of management decision making process. This
data helps analysts to take informed decisions in an organization. Data warehouse
is a decision support database that is maintained separately from the organization’s
operational database.
These key features of a data warehouse are discussed below:
 Subject Oriented - A data warehouse is subject oriented because it provides

information around a subject rather than the organization's ongoing operations.
These subjects can be product, customers, suppliers, sales, revenue, etc. A data
warehouse does not focus on the ongoing operations, rather it focuses on
modelling and analysis of data for decision making.Therefore, in a data warehouse
data is stored by subjects, not by applications. For example if data is stored by
business subjects, which differ from enterprise to enterprise. For a retail store,
sales at the check-out counter are a critical subject. Similarly, in an insurance
company Claims is a critical business Subject. Claims under automobile insurance
policies
are processed in the Auto Insurance application. Claims data for automobile
insurance

is

organized in that application. Claims data for workers’ compensation insurance
is organized in the Workers’ Comp Insurance application. But in the data
warehouse

for

an

insurance company, claims data are organized around the subject of claims and
not by individual applications of Auto Insurance and Workers’ Comp
 Integrated -

A data warehouse is constructed by

integrating data from

heterogeneous sources such as relational databases, flat files, etc. i.e. data in data
warehouse comes from multiple sources, diverse sources and in diverse formats.
This integration enhances the effective analysis of data. Figure (1) below illustrates
a simple process of data integration for a banking institution. The data fed into the
subject area of account in the data warehouse comes from three different
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operational

applications.

Before

storing

it

in

the

data

warehouse

the

inconsistencies are removed.
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Fig (1): Data integration from various data sources into data warehouse
 Time Variant - Historical data is kept in a data warehouse. For example, one can

retrieve data from 3 months, 6 months, 12 months, or even older data from a data
warehouse. This contrasts with a transactions system, where often only the most
recent data is kept. For example, a transaction system may hold the most recent
address of a customer, where a data warehouse can hold all addresses associated
with a customer. The time-variant nature of the data in a data warehouse allows for
analysis of the past, relates information to the present and helps in forecasting the
future.
 Non-volatile - Non-volatile means the previous data is not erased when new data

is added to it. A data warehouse is kept separate from the operational database and
therefore frequent changes in operational database is not reflected in the data
warehouse.
Remember: A data warehouse does not require transaction processing, recovery,
and concurrency controls, because it is physically stored and separate from the
operational database
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Data Marts:
A data mart is a simple form of a data warehouse that is focused on a single subject
(or functional area), such as Sales, Finance, or Marketing. Data marts are often built
and controlled by a single department within an organization. Given their singlesubject focus, data marts usually draw data from only a few sources. The sources
could be internal operational systems, a central data warehouse, or external data.
Therefore a data mart is a repository of data that is designed to serve a particular
community of knowledge workers.
A data warehouse, unlike a data mart, deals with multiple subject areas and is
typically implemented and controlled by a central organizational unit such as the
corporate Information Technology (IT) group. Often, it is called a central or
enterprise data warehouse. Typically, a data warehouse assembles data from
multiple source systems. A data warehouse is a central repository for all an
organization's data. The goal of a data mart, however, is to meet the particular
demands of a specific group of users within the organization, such as human
resource management (HRM). Generally, an organization's data marts are subsets of
the organization's data warehouse.
Data marts are typically smaller and less complex than data warehouses; hence,
they are typically easier to build and maintain. Table -1 summarizes the basic
differences between a data warehouse and a data mart.
Table -1 Differences Between a Data Warehouse and a Data Mart
Category

Data Warehouse

Data Mart

Scope

Corporate

Line of Business (LOB)

Subject

Multiple

Single subject

Data Sources

Many

Few

Size (typical)

100 GB-TB+

< 100 GB

Implementation Time

Months to years

Months
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Types of Data marts:
Three basic types of data marts are dependent, independent, and hybrid. The
categorization is based primarily on the data source that feeds the data
mart. Dependent data marts draw data from a central data warehouse that has
already been created. Independent data marts, in contrast, are standalone systems
built by drawing data directly from operational or external sources of data or
both. Hybrid

data

marts can

draw

data

from

operational

systems

or

data

warehouses.
1. Dependent Data Marts
A dependent data mart allows you to unite your organization's data in one data
warehouse. This gives us the usual advantages of centralization. Figure 2 illustrates
a dependent data mart.

Figure 2: Dependent Data Mart
2. Independent Data Marts
An independent data mart is created without the use of a central data warehouse.
This could be desirable for smaller groups within an organization. It is not, however,
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the focus of this Guide. See the Data Mart Suites documentation for further details
regarding this architecture. Figure 3 illustrates an independent data mart.

Figure 3. Independent Data Marts
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3. Hybrid Data Marts
A hybrid data mart allows you to combine input from sources other than a data
warehouse. This could be useful for many situations, especially when you need ad
hoc integration, such as after a new group or product is added to the
organization. Figure 4 illustrates a hybrid data mart.

Figure 4 Hybrid Data Mart
Implementing a Data Mart
The major steps in implementing a data mart are to design the schema, construct
the physical storage, populate the data mart with data from source systems, access
it to make informed decisions, and manage it over time.
a) Designing
The design step is first in the data mart process. This step covers all of the tasks
from initiating the request for a data mart through gathering information about the
requirements, and developing the logical and physical design of the data mart. The
design step involves the following tasks:


Gathering the business and technical requirements



Identifying data sources
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Selecting the appropriate subset of data



Designing the logical and physical structure of the data mart

b) Constructing
This step includes creating the physical database and the logical structures
associated with the data mart to provide fast and efficient access to the data. This
step involves the following tasks:


Creating the physical database and storage structures, such as table spaces,
associated with the data mart



Creating the schema objects, such as tables and indexes defined in the design
step



Determining how best to set up the tables and the access structures

c) Populating
The populating step covers all of the tasks related to getting the data from the
source, cleaning it up, modifying it to the right format and level of detail, and
moving it into the data mart. More formally stated, the populating step involves the
following tasks:


Mapping data sources to target data structures



Extracting data



Cleansing and transforming the data



Loading data into the data mart



Creating and storing metadata

d) Accessing
The accessing step involves putting the data to use: querying the data, analyzing it,
creating reports, charts, and graphs, and publishing these. Typically, the end user
uses a graphical front-end tool to submit queries to the database and display the
results of the queries. The accessing step requires that you perform the following
tasks:
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Set up an intermediate layer for the front-end tool to use. This layer, the
meta layer, translates database structures and object names into business
terms, so that the end user can interact with the data mart using terms that
relate to the business function.



Maintain and manage these business interfaces.



Set up and manage database structures, like summarized tables, that help
queries submitted through the front-end tool execute quickly and efficiently.

e) Managing
This step involves managing the data mart over its lifetime. In this step, you
perform management tasks such as the following:


Providing secure access to the data



Managing the growth of the data



Optimizing the system for better performance



Ensuring the availability of data even with system failures
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Data Warehouse Design Process:
A data warehouse can be built using a top-down approach, a bottom-up approach,
or a combination of both. The top-down approach starts with the overall design and
planning. It is useful in cases where the technology is mature and well known, and
where the business problems that must be solved are clear and well understood. The
bottom-up approach starts with experiments and prototypes. This is useful in the
early stage of business modelling and technology development. It allows an
organization to move forward at considerably less expense and to evaluate the
benefits of the technology before making significant commitments. In the combined
approach, an organization can exploit the planned and strategic nature of the topdown

approach

while

retaining

the

rapid

implementation

and

opportunistic

application of the bottom-up approach.
The warehouse design process consists of the following steps:
1. Choose a business process to model, for example, orders, invoices,
shipments, inventory, account administration, sales, or the general ledger. If
the business process is organizational and involves multiple complex object
collections, a data warehouse model should be followed. However, if the
process is departmental and focuses on the analysis of one kind of business
process, a data mart model should be chosen.
2. Choose the grain of the business process. The grain is the fundamental,
atomic level of data to be represented in the fact table for this process, for
example, individual transactions, individual daily snapshots, and so on.
3. Choose the dimensions that will apply to each fact table record. Typical
dimensions are time, item, customer, supplier, warehouse, transaction type,
and status.
4. Choose the measures that will populate each fact table record. Typical
measures are numeric additive quantities like dollars sold and units sold.
Planning a Data warehouse
The key steps in developing a data warehouse can be summarised as follows:
1. Project initiation
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2. Requirements analysis
3. Design (architecture, databases and applications)
4. Construction (selecting and installing tools, developing data feeds and
building reports)
5. Deployment (release & training)
6. Maintenance

Figure 5: Warehousing Roadmap

It is advisable to conduct a pilot exercise before embarking on a full-scale
development effort. This will include most of the above steps, and provides an
opportunity to:


understand new concepts and processes, and identify potential problems;



make more realistic plans and manage expectations;



evaluate alternative tools;



demonstrate benefits and gain management commitment.

Testing should be an integral part of construction, not a separate step in the
development process.
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Project initiation
No data warehousing project should commence without:


a clear statement of business objectives and scope;



a sound business case, including measurable benefits;



an outline project plan, including estimated costs, timescales and resource
requirements;



high level executive backing, including a commitment to provide the
necessary resources;

A small team is usually set up to prepare and present a suitable project initiation
document. This is normally a joint effort between business and IT managers. If the
organisation has limited data warehousing experience, it is useful to obtain external
advice at this stage. If the project goes ahead, the project plan and business case
should be reviewed at each stage.
It is widely regarded as good practise to develop a data warehouse in small,
manageable phases (seepitfalls). Thus the analysis, design, construction and
deployment steps will be repeated in cycles. It is generally a good tactic to provide
something that is not already available during the first phase, as this will help to
stimulate real interest. This could be new data or enhanced functionality. It is also
better to start with something relatively easy, which the warehousing team can
deliver whilst still learning the ropes.
Business Requirements analysis
Establishing a broad view of the business’ requirements should always be the first
step. The understanding gained will guide everything that follows, and the details
can be filled in for each phase in turn.
Collecting requirements typically involves 4 principal activities:


Interviewing a number of potential users to find out what they do, the
information they need and how they analyse it in order to make decisions. It
is often helpful to analyse some of the reports they currently use.
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Interviewing information systems specialists to find out what data are
available in potential source systems, and how they are organised.



Analysing the requirements to establish those that are feasible given available
data.



Running facilitated workshops that bring representative users and IT staff
together to build consensus about what is needed, what is feasible and where
to start.

Design
The goal of the design process is to define the warehouse components that will need
to be built. The architecture, data and application designs are all inter-related, and
are normally produced in parallel.
Architecture design
The warehouse architecture describes all the hardware and software components
that form the data warehousing environment and explains the following questions.


how the components will work together;



where they are located (geographically and on what platform);



who uses them;



who will build and maintain them.

The architecture needs to be considered at the outset, as this provides a framework
for the selection of tools and the detailed design of individual components during the
first and subsequent phases of development.
Data design
This step determines the structure of the primary data stores used in the warehouse
environment, based on the outcome of the requirements analysis. It is best to
produce a broad outline quickly, and then break the detailed design into phases,
each of which usually progresses from logical to physical design:
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Logical Design: The logical design determines what data are stored in the main data
warehouse and any associated functional data marts. There are a number of
data modelling techniques that can be used to help.
Physical Design: Once the logical design is established, the next step is to define
the physical characteristics of individual data stores (including aggregates) and any
associated indexes required to optimise performance (see database optimisation).
The data design is critical to further progress, in that it defines the target for the
data feeds and provides the source data for all reporting and analysis applications.
Application design
The application design describes the reports and analyses required by a particular
group of users, and usually specifies:


a number of template report layouts;



how and when these reports will be delivered to users;



the functional requirements for the user interface.

There may be one or more applications associated with each data mart or phase of
development.
Construction
Warehouse components are usually developed iteratively and in parallel. That said,
the most efficient sequence to begin construction is probably as follows:
1) Tool selection & installation
Selecting tools is best carried out as part of a pilot exercise, using a sample of real
data. This allows the development team to assess how well competing tools handle
problems specific to their organisation, and to test system performance before
committing to purchase.
The most important choices are the:


ETL tool
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Database(s) for the warehouse (usually relational) and marts
(often multi-dimensional)



Reporting and analysis tools

Clearly these need to be compatible, and it is worth checking reference sites to
make sure they work well together.
It pays to define standards and configure the development, testing and production
environments as soon as tools are installed, rather than waiting until development is
well underway. Most vendors are willing to provide assistance with these steps, and
this is normally well worth the investment.
2) Data staging system
This comprises the physical warehouse database, data feeds and any associated
data marts and aggregates. The following steps are typical:


Create target tables in the central warehouse database;



Request initial and regular extracts from source systems;



Write procedures to transform extract data ready for loading (optionally
creating interim tables in a data staging area);



Write procedures to load initial data into the warehouse (using a bulk loader);



Create and populate any data marts;



Write procedure to load regular updates into the warehouse;



Develop special procedures for a once-off bulk load of historic data;



Write validation/exception handling procedures;



Write archiving & backup procedures;



Create a provisional set of aggregates;



Automate all regular procedures;



Document the whole process.
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However thorough the design process, problems with the real data are bound to
surface at this stage. Substantial time should be allowed to resolve any issues that
arise, establish appropriate data cleansing procedures (preferably within the
source systems environment) and to validate all data before they are released for
live use.
3) Application development
This step can begin once a sample or initial extract has been loaded, but it is usually
best to leave the bulk of application development until the underlying data mart (or
part of the central warehouse) and associated meta-data (especially object names)
are stable.
It is a good idea to involve users in the development of reports and analytic
applications, preferably through prototyping, but at least by asking them to carry
out acceptance testing. Most modern business intelligence tools do not require
programming, so it is possible for non-IT staff to build some of their own reports as
well.
Deployment
It is too often assumed that the first version of a data warehouse can be rolled out
in a matter of weeks, simply by showing all the users how to use the new reporting
tools. In practice, training needs to cover not just the basic use of the tools, but also
the data that have been made available, and, more significantly perhaps, the new
business processes or different ways of working that are intended. This training
usually works best if delivered on a one-to-one basis. As well as training, planning
for deployment needs to cover:


Installing and configuring desktop

PCs - any hardware upgrades or

amendments to the ‘standard build’ need to be organised well in advance;


Implementing

appropriate

security

measures

-

to

control

access

to

applications and data;


Setting up a support organisation to deal with questions about the tools, the
applications and the data. However thoroughly the data were checked and
documented prior to publication, users are likely to spot anomalies requiring
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investigation and to need assistance interpreting the results they obtain from
the warehouse and reconciling these with existing reports;


Providing more advanced tool training later, when users are ready, and
assisting potential power users to develop their first few reports.

If the first users find errors and inconsistencies in the data, don’t feel comfortable
with the tool or can’t be bothered to learn how to use it properly, or won’t accept
new procedures and responsibilities, all the time spent building the warehouse may
ultimately be wasted. The following guidelines will help to reduce these risks:


Do not start deployment until the data are ready (available and validated)
and the tools and update procedures have been tested;



Use a small, representative group to try out the finished system before rolling
out, including users with a range of abilities and attitudes;



Do not grant system access to users until they have been trained.

Maintenance
A data warehouse is not like an OLTP system: development is never finished, but
follows an iterative cycle (analyse – build – deploy). Also, once live, a warehousing
environment requires substantial effort to keep running. Thus the development team
should not anticipate handing over and moving on to other projects, but to spend
half of their time on support and maintenance.
The most important activities are:


Monitoring the realisation of expected benefits;



Providing ongoing support to users (see deployment);



Training new staff;



Assisting with the identification and cleansing of dirty data;



Maintaining both feeds & meta-data as source systems change over time;



Tuning the warehouse for maximum performance (this includes managing
indexes and aggregates according to actual usage);
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Purging dormant data;



Recording successes and using these to continuously market the warehouse.

In addition, mechanisms need to be established to manage growth, in particular the
prioritisation of requested enhancements, which often require the addition of further
data sources.
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Data Warehouse architecture and Building Blocks/Components:
When we build an operational system , we put together several components to make
up the system. The front-end component consists of the GUI (graphical user
interface) to interface with the users for data input. The data storage component
includes the database management system, such as Oracle, Informix, or Microsoft
SQL Server. The display component is the set of screens and reports for the users.
The data interfaces and the network software form the connectivity component.
Depending on the information requirements and the framework of our organization,
we

arrange

these

components

in

the

most

optimum

way.

Architecture is the proper arrangement of the components. Data warehouse is built
with software and hardware components. To suit the requirements of our
organization we arrange these components in a certain way for maximum benefit.
Thus forming the architecture of the data warehouse.
Figure (6) shows the basic components of the typical data warehouse

Figure (6) Data warehouse architecture.
Architecture is mainly divided into four components:1. Source data component
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2. Staging data component
3. Data storage
4. Information delivery
Figure (6) shows the basic components of a typical warehouse. The Source
Data component shown on the left. The Data Staging component serves as
the next building block. In the middle, the Data Storage component that
manages the data warehouse data. This component not only stores and
manages the data, it also keeps track of the data by means of the metadata
repository.

The

Information

Delivery

component

shown

on

the

right

consists of all the different ways of making the information from the data
warehouse available to the users.
1. Source data component:
Source data coming into the data warehouse may be grouped into four broad
categories:
a) Production data
b) Internal data
c) Archived data
d) External data
a) Production Data
This category of data comes from the various operational systems of the enterprise.
We choose segments of data from the different operational systems, based on the
information required in the data warehouse. While dealing with this data, we come
across many variations in the data formats. We also notice that the data resides on
different hardware platforms. Further, the data is supported by different database
systems and operating systems. This is data from many vertical applications. So, the
prime challenge is to standardize and transform the disparate data from the various
production systems, convert the data, and integrate the pieces into useful data for
storage in the data warehouse.
b) Internal Data
In every organization, users keep their “private” spreadsheets, documents,
customer profiles, and sometimes even departmental databases. This is the internal
data, parts of which could be useful in a data warehouse. Internal data adds
additional
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complexity

to

the

process

of

transforming

and

integrating

the data before it can be stored in the data warehouse. You have to determine
strategies for collecting data from spreadsheets, find ways of taking data from
textual documents, and tie into departmental databases to gather pertinent data
from those sources.
c) Archived Data
Operational systems are primarily intended to run the current business. In
every operational system, you periodically take the old data and store it in archived
files. The circumstances in your organization dictate how often and which portions of
the operational databases are archived for storage. Some data is archived after a
year. Sometimes data is left in the operational system databases for as long as five
years. Much of the archived data comes from old legacy systems that are nearing
the end of their useful lives in organizations.
As mentioned earlier, a data warehouse keeps historical snapshots of data. You
essentially need historical data for analysis over time. For getting historical
information, you look into your archived data sets. Depending on your data
warehouse requirements, you have to include sufficient historical data. This type of
data is useful for discerning patterns and analyzing trends.
d) External Data
In order to spot industry trends and compare performance against other
organizations, we need data from external sources. Usually data from outside
sources do not conform to your formats. You have to devise ways to convert data
into your internal formats and data types. You have to organize the data
transmissions from the external sources.
2. Data Staging Component:
After the data has been extracted from various operational systems and from
external sources, we have to prepare the data for storing in the data warehouse.
The extracted data coming from several disparate sources needs to clean and
process before putting it into the warehouse. Following major

functions need to be

performed for getting the data ready.


Data Extraction - Involves gathering data from multiple heterogeneous
sources.
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Data Cleaning - Involves finding and correcting the errors in data.



Data Transformation - Involves converting the data from legacy format to
warehouse format.



Data Loading - Involves sorting, summarizing, consolidating, checking
integrity, and building indices and partitions.



Refreshing - Involves updating from data sources to warehouse.

Mainly the staging component contains the ETL process (Extract, Transform, Load)
3. Data storage component:
The data storage for the data warehouse is a separate repository.

The data

repositories for the operational systems typically contain only the current data. Also,
these data repositories contain the data structured in highly normalized formats for
fast and efficient processing. In contrast, in the data repository for a data
warehouse, we need to keep large volumes of historical data for analysis. Further,
we have to keep the data in the data warehouse in structures suitable for analysis,
and not for quick retrieval of individual pieces of information. Therefore, the data
storage for the data warehouse is kept separate from the data storage for
operational systems. The data in the operational databases could change from
moment to moment. When analysts use the data in the data warehouse for analysis,
they need to know that the data is stable and that it represents snapshots at
specified periods. As they are working with the data, the data storage must not be in
a state of continual updating. For this reason, the data warehouses are “read-only”
data repositories. The data warehouse must be open to different tools. Most of the
data warehouses employ relational database management systems. ement systems.
Many of the data warehouses also employ multidimensional database management
systems. Data extracted from the data warehouse storage is aggregated in many
ways and the summary data is kept in the multidimensional databases (MDDBs).
Such multidimensional database systems are usually proprietary products.
4. Information delivery component:
The information delivery component is used to enable the process of subscribing for
data warehouse information and having it delivered to one or more destinations
according to some user-specified scheduling algorithm. Delivery of information may
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be based on time of day or on the completion of an external event. The rationale for
the delivery systems component is based on the fact that once the data warehouse
is installed and operational, its users don’t have to be aware of its location and
maintenance. All they need is the report or an analytical view of data at a specific
point in time. The composition of the user community that is expected to use the
data warehouse affects the information delivery strategy. Are most of the users
power users and analysts? Then the information strategy must be slanted toward
providing potent analytical tools. Are many of the users expecting to receive
preformatted reports and to run pre-composed queries? Then query and reporting
facilities in the information delivery component must be strengthened.
The broad areas of the information delivery component directly impacted by
business requirements are:
o

Queries and reports

o

Types of analysis

o

Information distribution

o

Decision support applications

o

Growth and expansion

ETL Process:
ETL comes from Data Warehousing and stands for Extract-Transform-Load. ETL
covers a process of how the data are loaded from the source system to the data
warehouse. Currently, the ETL encompasses a cleaning step as a separate step. The
sequence is then Extract-Clean-Transform-Load. Let us briefly describe each step of
the ETL process.
a) Extract:
The Extract step covers the data extraction from the source system and makes it
accessible for further processing. The main objective of the extract step is to
retrieve all the required data from the source system with as little resources as
possible. The extract step should be designed in a way that it does not negatively
affect the source system in terms or performance, response time or any kind of
locking. There are several ways to perform the extract:
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Update notification - if the source system is able to provide a notification that a
record has been changed and describe the change, this is the easiest way to get the
data.



Incremental extract - some systems may not be able to provide notification that
an update has occurred, but they are able to identify which records have been
modified and provide an extract of such records. During further ETL steps, the
system needs to identify changes and propagate it down. Note, that by using daily
extract, we may not be able to handle deleted records properly.



Full extract - some systems are not able to identify which data has been changed
at all, so a full extract is the only way one can get the data out of the system. The
full extract requires keeping a copy of the last extract in the same format in order to
be able to identify changes. Full extract handles deletions as well.
When using Incremental or Full extracts, the extract frequency is extremely
important. Particularly for full extracts; the data volumes can be in tens of
gigabytes.
b) Clean:
The cleaning step is one of the most important as it ensures the quality of the data
in the data warehouse. Cleaning should perform basic data unification rules, such
as:



Making identifiers unique (sex categories Male/Female/Unknown, M/F/null,
Man/Woman/Not Available are translated to standard Male/Female/Unknown)



Convert null values into standardized Not Available/Not Provided value



Convert phone numbers, ZIP codes to a standardized form



Validate address fields, convert them into proper naming, e.g. Street/St/St./Str./Str



Validate address fields against each other (State/Country, City/State, City/ZIP code,
City/Street).
c) Transform:
The transform step applies a set of rules to transform the data from the source to
the target. This includes converting any measured data to the same dimension (i.e.
conformed dimension) using the same units so that they can later be joined. The
transformation step also requires joining data from several sources, generating
aggregates, generating surrogate keys, sorting, deriving new calculated values, and
applying advanced validation rules.
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d) Load
During the load step, it is necessary to ensure that the load is performed correctly
and with as little resources as possible. The target of the Load process is often a
database. In order to make the load process efficient, it is helpful to disable any
constraints and indexes before the load and enable them back only after the load
completes. The referential integrity needs to be maintained by ETL tool to ensure
consistency.

Data warehouse Infrastructure:
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The above are few important guidelines for choosing the hardware for the
implementation of data warehouse.
Data Warehouse Software
Data warehousing demands the following prominent features when deciding a
platform for functioning that are listed below:


A prospect of combining various management systems.



A possibility of enhancing the structure of the queries.



A possibility of improving the load processes

The below table states the software with the versions considered for a data
warehouse

Vendor Name

Products and Version

IBM

InfoSphere Balanced Warehouse 9.5

SAP

NetWeaver BI (Business Warehouse) 7.0

Teradata

Active Enterprise Data Warehouse 5550, Data
Warehouse Appliance 2550, Data Mart Appliance 550,
12

Microsoft

SQL Server 2008

Oracle

Optimized Warehouses, Database 11g, Warehouse
Builder 11g

Sybase

Analytic Appliance, IQ 12.7

Netezza

Performance Server 1000 Series Data Warehousing
Appliance 4.5
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IBM
IBM is extensively used for its customer care, offering solutions according to the
client’s needs. The distinguishing features of IBM are


DB2 a product of IBM is well-known for its efficient enterprise database.



Complete integration with Webshpere, Cognos and Infosphere.



IBM appliances are adaptable for supporting mixed workloads - OLAP, ETL,
and Ad-hoc queries.

SAP
SAP is not famous among new customers but focuses on its already existing users.
The features of Sap are


Row-oriented storage capabilities



Wide range of EDW services by SAP itself or significant partnerships



Complete integration with service-based architecture capabilities, BI,
middleware, and desktop software

Teradata
Among all the vendors Teradata wins hands down. Teradata’s scalability makes this
possible. The following are the other significant reasons


EDW packaging, pricing, and licensing options



Solutions prepared by the teradata designers are well understood and
supportive for the external applications and middle ware



Extensive range of products and services



Extraordinary scalability allows the Teradata customers to expand data
warehouses through Massively Parallel Processors(MPP)

Microsoft
Magnificent acquisitions achieved by Microsoft have made it a well known platform
among different enterprises. Its features are


SQL Server 2008 is a platform worth observing. It can be easily deployed in
different BI and EDW technologies



Cost-based query optimization, indexing, partitioning and caching



Efficiently adjustable database that can be used by businesses for various size
and trade
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Oracle
Oracle Database 11g and Oracle Warehouse Builder are the tools that have let
Oracle achieve its position among the vendors. Its features are


The EDWs can be expanded to various nodes that can sustain hundreds of
terabytes



Provides its customers a range of choice among different Optimized
Warehouse EDW appliances



Oracle solutions can be deployed on different hardware and software
platforms, they are not restrained by a standard configuration

Sybase
Sybase offers low-cost solutions to the mid-market and less budget enterprises. The
features of Sybase are


Provides scalability options



Supports integration and modeling tools



Compatibility with various platforms

Netezza
The constant growth of Netezza’s portfolio has placed it among the top data
warehousing platforms. Its features are


Exclusive model of physical data storage implementing.



Powerful in-database analytic framework



Efficient BI, OLAP, query, and advanced analytic frameworks

Meta data:
Metadata is one of the most important aspects of data warehousing. Metadata is
data about data; or the description of the structure, content, keys, indexes,
etc., of data. It captures all kinds of information necessary to extract, transform and
load data from source systems into the data warehouse, and afterwards to use and
interpret the data warehouse contents.
Types of Metadata
Metadata in a data warehouse fall into three major categories:
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a. Operational metadata
b. Extraction and transformation metadata
c. End-user metadata

a) Operational Metadata:
Data for the data warehouse comes from several operational systems of the
enterprise. These source systems contain different data structures. The data
elements selected for the data warehouse has various field lengths and data types.
In selecting data from the source systems for the data warehouse, we split records,
combine parts of records from different source files, and deal with multiple coding
schemes and field lengths. When we deliver information to the end-users, we must
be able to tie that back to the original source data sets. Operational metadata
contain all of this information about the operational data sources.
b) Extraction and Transformation Metadata
Extraction and transformation metadata contains data about the extraction of data
from the source systems, namely, the extraction frequencies, extraction methods,
and business rules for the data extraction. Also, this category
of metadata contains information about all the data transformations that take place
in the data staging area.

c) End-User Metadata
The end-user metadata is the navigational map of the data warehouse. It enables
the end-users to find information from the data warehouse. The end-user metadata
allows the end-users to use their own business terminology and look for information
in those ways in which they normally think of the business.
Data warehouse metadata model approach.
There are three levels in data warehouse where metadata should be captured. The
first is the source system metadata, second is the back room metadata which
involves metadata related to all the mapping between source and destination or ETL
processes relations, and third is the metadata related to the front room also called
as business metadata.
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Figure 9:Meta data model approach
According to Ralph Kimball: Back room metadata presumably helps the DBA bring
the data into the warehouse and is probably also of interest to business users when
they ask where the data comes from. Front room metadata is mostly for the benefit
of end user, and its definition has been expanded to not only be the oil that makes
our tools function smoothly but a kind of dictionary of business content represented
by all data elements.
1. Source System Metadata
Source system metadata is one that belongs to source. The sources could be
mainframes, flat files, third party data providers, or even on-line sources. All we do
here is read source data and extract it to a data staging area. The following are the
different types of metadata that can be captured from source systems.
Source Information:


Repositories



Source schemas



Data Format



Relational source system tables and DDL

Source Description Information:


Ownership descriptions of each source



Business descriptions of each source



Update frequencies of original sources



Access rights privileges, roles



Process Information: Job schedules



Extraction of data



ETL information
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2. Back Room Metadata
Now let’s list all the metadata needed to get data into a data-staging area and
prepare it for loading into dimensional model. In back room of the data warehouse
there are different processes that runs, the data has to go through extraction,
transformation process, and then the data needs to be loaded into the dimensional
data model .So during this process the metadata is attached to all the individual
processes and also includes the metadata. Following is the list of all different set of
metadata that needs to be captured:
Data Model Metadata:


Definitions of facts and dimensions



Job details for sources and look up attributes



Slowly changing dimension policies for each new attribute (for example
overwrite create new record or create new field)

ETL Metadata:


Data cleaning rules



Mapping information



Required Transformations



Target schema designs, source to target data flows



Monitoring ETL Metadata: Audit records



ETL job run time logs, summaries, and time stamps



Business descriptions of extract processing



Data-staging area archive logs and recovery procedures



Stored procedures and SQL administrative scripts



DBMS backup, status-backup procedures and backup security.

3 .Front Room Metadata
The front room metadata is one that is associated with users of data warehouse.
Some of the metadata associated with it are


Business names and descriptions for columns tables groupings



Pre scanned query and report definitions



End user documentation and training aids



Network security user privilege profiles



Network security authentication certificates
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Network security usage statistics, including log on attempts access
attempts and user ID by location reports



Usage and access maps for data elements, tables, and views reports

Metadata is the DNA of the data warehouse. It defines all elements and how they
work together and with the help of well-defined metadata we can control the whole
data warehouse processes.
Role of Metadata:
Metadata plays a special role in maintaining the data quality. The role of
metadata in a warehouse is different from the warehouse data, yet it plays an
important role. The various roles of metadata are explained below.


Metadata acts as a directory.



This directory helps the decision support system to locate the contents of the
data warehouse.



Metadata helps in decision support system for mapping of data when data is
transformed from operational environment to data warehouse environment.



Metadata helps in summarization between current detailed data and highly
summarized data.



Metadata also helps in summarization between lightly detailed data and
highly summarized data.



Metadata is used for query tools.



Metadata is used in extraction and cleansing tools.



Metadata is used in reporting tools.



Metadata is used in transformation tools.



Metadata plays an important role in loading functions.
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Figure 10: Roles of metadata
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